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Ska thoroughly molested by punk, rock, latin, and whatever genre happens to tickle our fancy. 12 MP3

Songs in this album (47:58) ! Related styles: ROCK: Ska, ROCK: Punk-Pop People who are interested in

No Doubt The Mighty Mighty Bosstones Mr. Bungle should consider this download. Details:

ShitOuttaLuck (S.O.L.) is the result of years of friendship that resulted in a band that defies description

and categorization. Playing a mixture of genres: Rock, Latin, Punk, Jazz, with a strong Ska underpinning,

ShitOuttaLuck plays regularly to a loyal following throughout the greater San Francisco Bay Area.

ShitOuttaLuck has shared the stage with Lets Go Bowling, The Slackers, Forces of Evil, Big In Japan,

The Planet Smashers, The Matches, Los Hooligans, Radio Noise, Ted Dancin Machine, Mass Hysteria,

The KGB, Monkey, Solemite, Chris Murray, Dan Pothasst, The People, Lavish Green, Keyser Soze, The

Kingpins, The Phenomenauts, Suburban Legends and many other notable artists at 500+ capacity

venues extensively in the Bay Area as well as Southern California, Arizona, Oregon and Washington.

ShitOuttaLucks first full-length album Your Know You Like It was produced at Hyde Street Studios, San

Francisco, engineered and mixed by Gabriel Shepherd (Cake - Certified Gold/Platinum) and mastered by

Mike Romanowski at Paul Stubblebine Mastering. None of this was possible without excesses in blood,

spit, tears, drama, bouts of sickness, video games, Brooke Burns calendars, and of course, Mexican food

and Beer. ShitOuttaLuck appears on Bay Area Skas DIY compilation F#@ing Free: Bay Area Ska

Volume 1 as well as F#@ing Free: Bay Area Ska Volume 2. With a soulful-sounding woman singing lead,

and with a talented cast of musicians with her, ShitOuttaLuck filled this room with happiness and joy. 

bayareaska.com ShitOuttaLuck, at the very basic level, is a band after a very ambitious sound the use of

the horns brings the entire sound to the forefront, creating this full board tone, with plenty to pick out and

pay attention to in the show Katy, as a vocalist, is already working at a top level performance, with a very

strong voice, a fireball personality  powerslave.com This band turns up the energy level a couple of

notches without losing their self-effacing sense of humor. Translation: they are really fun to watch and

they really rock! - East Bay Music Scene
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